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National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (NCUTCD) 
Recommended Changes to Proposed Text for 11th Edition of the MUTCD 

Docket Number: FHWA-2020-0001 
 

Federal Register Item Number: 558-571 1 
NPA MUTCD Section Number: Section 8D.01-8D.16 2 
Legend: Base text shown in proposal is the NPA “clean” proposed text. 3 

• NCUTCD recommendation for text to be added in final rule. 4 
• NCUTCD recommendation for text to be deleted in final rule. 5 
• NCUTCD recommendation for text to be moved/relocated in final rule. 6 
• NPA text that was not previously approved by NCUTCD but is now approved. 7 
• Explanatory note: [Note that explains purpose of recommended change.] 8 

 9 
The following pages present NCUTCD recommendations for changes to the MUTCD NPA 10 
proposed text, tables, and figures for Chapter 8D.  Below is a short summary of the NCUTCD 11 
position for each section of this chapter.  A more detailed summary is provided at the beginning 12 
of each section. 13 
 14 
• NPA #558: Section 8D.01: Changes recommended based on Council action in spring 2021. 15 
• NPA #559: Section 8D.02: Changes recommended based on Council action in spring 2021. 16 
• NPA #560: Section 8D.03: Changes recommended based on Council action in spring 2021. 17 
• NPA #561: Section 8D.04: Changes recommended based on Council action in spring 2021. 18 
• NPA #562: Section 8D.05: Changes recommended based on Council action in spring 2021. 19 
• NPA #N/A: Section 8D.06: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content. 20 
• NPA #563: Section 8D.07: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content. 21 
• NPA #N/A: Section 8D.08: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content. 22 
• NPA #564: Section 8D.09: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content.  23 
• NPA #565: Section 8D.10: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content.  24 
• NPA #566: Section 8D.11: Changes recommended based on Council action in spring 2021.  25 
• NPA #567: Section 8D.12: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content. 26 
• NPA #568: Section 8D.13: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content. 27 
• NPA #569: Section 8D.14: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content. 28 
• NPA #570: Section 8D.15: NCUTCD agrees with NPA content. 29 
• NPA #571: Section 8D.16. NCUTCD agrees with NPA content. 30 
 31 
 32 
Section 8D.01 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 8D.01 as presented in the NPA, but 33 
recommends changes to delete the Guidance statement about 12-foot clearance from flashing 34 
light signals and upright gate to the center of the track because it is not consistent with the 35 
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Standard statement in this section and railroad and transit agencies have varied clearance 36 
requirements.  37 
 38 
Section 8D.01  Introduction  39 
Support: 40 

Active traffic control systems inform road users of the approach or presence of rail traffic at 41 
grade crossings.  These systems include Exit Gate systems, automatic gates, flashing-light 42 
signals, traffic control signals, actuated blank-out and variable message signs, and other active 43 
traffic control devices that are used in conjunction with the signs and pavement markings that are 44 
described in Chapters 8B and 8C, respectively. 45 

A composite drawing (see Figure 8D-1) shows a post-mounted flashing-light signal (two 46 
light units mounted in a horizontal line), a flashing-light signal mounted on an overhead 47 
structure, and an automatic gate assembly. 48 

When LRT speed is cited in this Part, it refers to the maximum speed at which LRT 49 
equipment is permitted to traverse a particular grade crossing. 50 
Option: 51 

Post-mounted and overhead flashing-light signals may be used separately or in combination 52 
with each other as determined by an engineering study.  Also, flashing-light signals may be used 53 
without automatic gate assemblies, as determined by an engineering study. 54 
Standard: 55 

The meaning of flashing-light signals and automatic gates shall be as stated in the UVC 56 
(see Sections 11-701 and 11-703) 57 

Location and clearance dimensions for flashing-light signals and automatic gates shall 58 
be as shown in Figure 8D-1. 59 

When there is a curb, a horizontal offset of at least 2 feet shall be provided from the 60 
face of the vertical curb to the nearest part of the signal or automatic gate arm in its 61 
upright position.  When a cantilevered-arm flashing-light signal is used, the vertical 62 
clearance shall be at least 17 feet above the crown of the highway to the lowest point of the 63 
signal unit. 64 

Where there is a shoulder, but no curb, a horizontal offset of at least 2 feet from the 65 
edge of a paved or surfaced shoulder shall be provided, with an offset of at least 6 feet from 66 
the edge of the traveled way. 67 

Where there is no curb or shoulder, the minimum horizontal offset shall be 6 feet from 68 
the edge of the traveled way. 69 

Minimum clearance dimensions for flashing lights and automatic gates relative to the 70 
proximity to the closest track shall conform to standards provided by the railroad company 71 
and/or transit agency.   72 
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Guidance: 73 
When the automatic gate is in its upright position, no portion of the physical features of 74 

flashing-light signals and gates, including the support hardware, should be closer than 12 feet 75 
from the center of the nearest track.   (remove Guidance statement because it conflicts with 76 
Standard on lines 78– 80) 77 

Equipment housings (controller cabinets) should have a lateral offset of at least 30 feet from 78 
the edge of the highway, and where railroad or LRT property and conditions allow, at least 25 79 
feet from the nearest rail. 80 

If a pedestrian route is provided, sufficient clearance from supports, posts, and automatic 81 
gate mechanisms should be maintained for pedestrian travel. 82 

When determined by an engineering study, a lateral escape route to the right of the highway 83 
in advance of the grade crossing traffic control devices should be kept free of guardrail or other 84 
ground obstructions.  Where guardrail is not deemed necessary or appropriate, barriers should 85 
not be used for protecting signal supports. 86 

The same lateral offset and roadside safety features should apply to flashing-light signal and 87 
automatic gate locations on both the right-hand and left-hand sides of the roadway. 88 
Option: 89 

In industrial or other areas involving only low-speed highway traffic or where signals are 90 
vulnerable to damage by turning truck traffic, guardrail may be installed to provide protection for 91 
the signal assembly. 92 
Guidance: 93 

Where both traffic control signals and flashing-light signals (with or without automatic 94 
gates) are in operation at the same highway-LRT grade crossing, the operation of the devices 95 
should be coordinated to avoid any display of conflicting signal indications. 96 
Option: 97 

If highway traffic signals must be located within close proximity to the flashing-light signal 98 
system, the highway traffic signals may be mounted on the same overhead structure as the 99 
flashing-light signals. 100 

 101 
  102 
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NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 8D-1 as presented in the NPA, but recommends revising 103 
the counterweight swing dimension from a maximum of 4.25 feet to a maximum of 56.5 inches 104 
to be consistent with industry practice. NCUTCD also recommends deleting the 25.4-inch 105 
dimension because it is not consistent with the Standard Statement in Section 8D.01 that 106 
indicates the clearance requirements of the railroad or transit agency shall be used. 107 
 108 

Figure 8D-1.  Composite Drawing of Active Traffic Control Devices for Grade Crossings  109 

  110 
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 111 
 112 
Section 8D.02 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 8D.02 as presented in the NPA, but 113 
recommends revising the Guidance statement about measurement of the mounting height of the 114 
flashing-light units because the measurement should be from the center of the flashing-light unit 115 
consistent with Figure 8D-1. 116 
 117 
Section 8D.02  Flashing-Light Signals  118 
Support: 119 

Section 8D.04 contains additional information regarding flashing-light signals at highway-120 
LRT grade crossings in semi-exclusive and mixed-use alignments. 121 
Standard: 122 

If used, the flashing-light signal assembly (shown in Figure 8C-1) on the side of the 123 
highway shall include a standard Crossbuck (R15-1) sign, and where there is more than 124 
one track, a supplemental Number of Tracks (R15-2P) plaque, all of which indicate to 125 
motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians the location of a grade crossing. 126 
Guidance: 127 

The bottom of the Number of Tracks (R15-2P) plaque (when used) should be located as low 128 
as practical above the flashing-light backgrounds. The Crossbuck (R15-1) sign should be located 129 
just above the Number of Tracks (R15-2P) plaque or, if no plaque is present, the bottom of the 130 
Crossbuck sign should be located as low as practical above the flashing-light backgrounds. 131 
Support: 132 

Additional information regarding sizes and clearances of components used on flashing-light 133 
signals can be found in Part 3 of the current edition of the American Railway Engineering and 134 
Maintenance-of-Way Communication and Signal Manual of Recommended Practice. 135 
Option: 136 

At highway-rail grade crossings, bells or other audible warning devices may be included in 137 
the assembly and may be operated in conjunction with the flashing lights to provide additional 138 
warning for pedestrians, bicyclists, and/or other non-motorized road users.  139 
Standard: 140 

When indicating the approach or presence of rail traffic, the flashing-light signal shall 141 
display toward approaching highway traffic two red lights mounted in a horizontal line 142 
flashing alternately. 143 

If used, flashing-light signals shall be placed to the right of approaching highway traffic 144 
on all highway approaches to a grade crossing.  They shall be located laterally with respect 145 
to the highway in compliance with Figure 8C-1 except where such location would adversely 146 
affect signal visibility. 147 

If used at a grade crossing with highway traffic in both directions, back-to-back 148 
flashing-light signals shall be placed on each side of the tracks.  On multi-lane one-way 149 
streets and divided highways, flashing-light signals shall be placed on the approach side of 150 
the grade crossing on both sides of the roadway or shall be placed above the highway. 151 

Each red signal unit in the flashing-light signal shall flash alternately.  The number of 152 
flashes per minute for each lamp shall be 35 minimum and 65 maximum.  Each lamp shall 153 
be illuminated approximately the same length of time.  The total time of illumination of 154 
each pair of lamps shall be the entire operating time. 155 

Flashing-light units shall use either 8-inch or 12-inch nominal diameter lenses.  156 
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Guidance: 157 
In choosing between the 8-inch or 12-inch nominal diameter lenses for use in grade crossing 158 

flashing-light signals, consideration should be given to the principles stated in Section 4E.02. 159 
If flashing-light signals are used, at least one pair of flashing lights should be provided for 160 

each approach lane of the roadway.  161 
The center to center distance between the two red lights in a flashing-light unit should be 162 

approximately 30 inches.  163 
The mounting height of the flashing-light units, measured from the bottom center of the 164 

flashing-light unit housing to the elevation of the crown of the roadway, should be between 8 feet 165 
and 9 feet. (change to be consistent with Figure 8D-1) 166 

The top of the support pole foundation should be no more than 4 inches above the surface of 167 
the ground and should be at the same elevation as the crown of the roadway. 168 
Standard: 169 

Grade crossing flashing-light signals shall operate at a low voltage using storage 170 
batteries either as a primary or stand-by source of electrical energy.  Provision shall be 171 
made to provide a source of energy for charging batteries. 172 
Option: 173 

Additional flashing-light signals may be mounted on the same supporting post and directed 174 
toward vehicular traffic approaching the grade crossing from other than the principal highway 175 
route, such as where there are approaching routes on highways closely adjacent to and parallel to 176 
the track(s). 177 
Guidance:  178 

Where the storage distance for vehicles approaching a grade crossing is less than a 179 
design vehicle length, the Diagnostic Team should consider providing additional flashing-180 
light signals aligned toward the movement turning toward the grade crossing. 181 

The Diagnostic Team should consider the use of additional flashing-light signals to 182 
provide supplemental warning to pedestrians, especially on one way streets and divided 183 
highways.  184 
Standard: 185 

References to lenses in this Section shall not be used to limit flashing-light signal optical 186 
units to incandescent lamps within optical assemblies that include lenses. 187 
Support: 188 

Research has resulted in flashing-light signal optical units that are not lenses, such as, but not 189 
limited to, light emitting diode (LED) flashing-light signal modules. 190 
Option: 191 

If a Diagnostic Team determines that it is appropriate, the flashing-light signals may be 192 
installed on overhead structures or cantilevered supports as shown in Figure 8D-1 where needed 193 
for additional emphasis, or for better visibility to approaching traffic, particularly on multi-lane 194 
approaches or highways with profile restrictions. 195 

If it is determined by a Diagnostic Team that one flashing-light signal on the cantilever arm 196 
is not sufficiently visible to road users, one or more additional flashing-light signals may be 197 
mounted on the supporting post and/or on the cantilever arm. 198 
Standard: 199 

Breakaway or frangible bases shall not be used on the supporting posts for overhead 200 
structures or cantilevered arms that support overhead flashing-light signals.   201 
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 202 
 203 
Section 8D.03 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 8D.03 as presented in the NPA, but 204 
recommends deleting the Guidance statements about the minimum clearance from the tip of the 205 
gate arm to the center of the track and the 25.4-inch maximum dimension of the gate arm and 206 
support pole hardware because the Standard statement in Section 8D.01 indicates that the 207 
requirements of the railroad or transit agency shall be used. NCUTCD also recommends revising 208 
the counterweight dimension from 4.25 feet to 56.5 inches to be consistent with industry practice 209 
and the recommended changes to Figure 8D-1. 210 
 211 
Section 8D.03  Automatic Gates  212 
Support: 213 

An automatic gate is a traffic control device used in conjunction with flashing-light signals. 214 
Standard: 215 

The automatic gate (see Figure 8D-1) shall consist of a drive mechanism and a fully 216 
retroreflective red- and white-striped gate arm with lights.  When in the down position, the 217 
gate arm shall extend across the approaching lanes of highway traffic. 218 

In the normal sequence of operation, unless constant warning time detection or other 219 
advanced system requires otherwise, the flashing-light signals and the lights on the gate 220 
arm (in its normal upright position) shall be activated immediately upon detection of 221 
approaching rail traffic.  The gate arm shall start its downward motion not less than 3 222 
seconds after the flashing-light signals start to operate, shall reach its horizontal position at 223 
least 5 seconds before the arrival of the rail traffic, and shall remain in the down position 224 
until the rail traffic completely clears the grade crossing. 225 

When the rail traffic clears the grade crossing, and if no other rail traffic is detected, 226 
the gate arm shall ascend to its upright position, following which the flashing-light signals 227 
and the lights on the gate arm shall cease operation. 228 

Gate arms shall be fully retroreflective on both sides and shall have vertical stripes 229 
alternately red and white at 16-inch intervals measured horizontally.  The width (which 230 
becomes the height of the retroreflective sheeting when the automatic gate is in the down 231 
position) of the retroreflective sheeting on the front of the gate arm shall be at least 4 232 
inches.  233 
Support: 234 

It is acceptable to replace a damaged gate arm with a gate arm having vertical stripes even if 235 
the other existing gate arms at the same grade crossing have diagonal stripes; however, it is also 236 
acceptable to replace a damaged gate arm with a gate arm having diagonal stripes if the other 237 
existing gate arms at the same grade crossing have diagonal stripes in order to maintain 238 
consistency per the provisions of Paragraph 24 of the Introduction. 239 
Standard: 240 

Gate arms shall have at least three red lights as shown in Figure 8D-1. 241 
When activated, the gate arm light nearest the tip shall be illuminated continuously and 242 

the other lights shall flash alternately in unison with the flashing-light signals such that the 243 
left-most flashing gate arm light(s) flashes simultaneously with the left-hand light of the 244 
flashing-light signals and the right-most flashing gate arm light(s) flashes simultaneously 245 
with the right-hand light of the flashing-light signals.  246 
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Support: 247 
The red lights mounted on a gate arm are typically approximately 4 inches in diameter if they 248 

are circular.  Rectangular red lights of approximately the same size are sometimes used on gate 249 
arms instead of circular lights.  (editorial change) 250 
Standard: 251 

The entrance gate arm mechanism shall be designed to fail safe in the down position. 252 
Guidance: 253 

The gate arm should ascend to its upright position in 12 seconds or less. 254 
In its normal upright position, when no rail traffic is approaching or occupying the grade 255 

crossing, the gate arm should be either vertical or nearly so (see Figure 8D-1). 256 
In the design of individual installations, consideration should be given to timing the 257 

operation of the gate arm to accommodate large and/or slow-moving highway vehicles. 258 
The gate arms should cover the approaching highway to block all highway vehicles from 259 

being driven around the gate arms without crossing the center line. 260 
The tip of the gate arm when it is in the down position should be at least 10 feet from the 261 

center of the nearest track. (change to be consistent with Standard statement in Section 8D.01) 262 
The height of the gate arm when it is in the down position should be between 3.5 feet and 4.5 263 

feet above the crown of the roadway. 264 
When the gate arm is in the upright position, no portion of the gate arm or support pole 265 

hardware should extend more  than 25.4 inches further from the roadway than the outside edge 266 
of the support pole.  When the gate arm is in the down position, no portion of the counterweight 267 
should extend more than 56.5 inches 4.25 feet further from the roadway than the center of the 268 
support pole.  (change to be consistent with industry practice, Standard statement in Section 269 
8D.01, and recommended changes to Figure 8D-1) 270 
Option: 271 

The effectiveness of automatic gates may be enhanced by the use of channelizing devices or 272 
raised median islands to discourage driving around lowered automatic gates. 273 

Where automatic gates are located in the median, additional median width may be required to 274 
provide the minimum clearance for the counterweight supports. 275 

Automatic gates may be supplemented by cantilevered flashing-light signals (see Figure 8D-276 
1) where there is a need for additional emphasis or better visibility. 277 
 278 
 279 
Section 8D.04 Comments: NCUTCD recommends revising 8D.04 to add references to the 280 
Diagnostic Team because the appropriate traffic control devices at LRT grade crossings are not 281 
based only on the LRT speeds and are to be determined by the Diagnostic Team consistent with 282 
Section 8A.01. 283 
 284 
Section 8D.04  Use of Active Traffic Control Systems at LRT Grade Crossings  285 
Standard: 286 

At highway-LRT grade crossings where LRT speeds exceed 40 mph, active traffic 287 
control systems (see Section 8D.01), including automatic gates, shall be used unless 288 
otherwise determined by a Diagnostic Team.  (change to be consistent with Section 8A.01) 289 

At highway-LRT grade crossings where LRT operating speeds exceed 25 mph, active 290 
traffic control systems shall be used.   291 
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Guidance: 292 
At highway-LRT grade crossings where LRT operating speeds are 25 mph or less, active 293 

traffic control systems should be used unless an engineering study indicates a Diagnostic Team 294 
determines that the use of Crossbuck Assemblies, STOP signs alone, or YIELD signs alone would 295 
be adequate. (change to be consistent with Section 8A.01) 296 

Traffic control signals alone should not be used where the highway-LRT grade crossing is at 297 
a location other than an intersection and LRT operating speeds exceed 20 mph. 298 
Support: 299 

Sections 8D.02 and 8D.03 contain additional provisions regarding the design and operation 300 
of flashing-light signals and automatic gates, respectively.  301 
Standard: 302 

If flashing-light signals are in operation at a highway-LRT crossing that is used by 303 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and/or other non-motorized road users, an audible device such as a 304 
bell shall also be provided and shall be operated in conjunction with the flashing-light 305 
signals.  306 
 307 
 308 
Section 8D.05 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 8D.05 as presented in the NPA, but 309 
recommends editorial changes to revise “queue clearance time” to “exit gate clearance time” 310 
because this is consistent with AREMA terminology. NCUTCD also recommends deleting the 311 
reference to Section 8D.10 for the exit gate clearance timing and replace it with a reference to the 312 
AREMA Manual because the timing of the exit gate is described more fully in AREMA. 313 
 314 
Section 8D.05  Exit Gate and Four-Quadrant Gate Systems 315 
Option: 316 

Exit Gate systems may be installed to improve safety at grade crossings based on an 317 
engineering study when less restrictive measures, such as automatic gates and median islands, 318 
are not effective. 319 
Support: 320 

A grade crossing that includes exit gates on some, but not all, of the exiting lanes is an Exit 321 
Gate system, but is not considered to be a Four-Quadrant Gate system. 322 

The term Four-Quadrant Gate system is used in a generic sense in that it refers to the fact that 323 
all entrances and exits from a grade crossing are controlled by automatic gates in order to 324 
provide a full closure to all entering and exiting lanes.  The term Four-Quadrant Gate system 325 
does not refer to the number of gates installed, but rather the fact that a full closure is provided. 326 
Standard: 327 

The Exit Gate system shall use a series of automatic gates with fully retroreflective red- 328 
and white-striped gate arms with lights, and when in the down position the gate arms 329 
extend individually across the entrance and exit lanes of the roadway as shown in Figure 330 
8D-2.  Standards contained in Section 8D.02 for flashing-light signals shall be followed for 331 
signal specifications, location, and clearance distances. 332 

Gate arm design, colors, and lighting requirements shall be in accordance with the 333 
Standards contained in Section 8D.03. 334 
Support: 335 

The provisions contained in Section 8D.03 for automatic gates are applicable to exit gates.  336 
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Standard: 337 
In the normal sequence of operation, unless constant warning time detection or other 338 

advanced system requires otherwise, the flashing-light signals and the lights on the gate 339 
arms (in their normal upright positions) shall be activated immediately upon the detection 340 
of approaching rail traffic.  The entrance gate arms shall start their downward motion not 341 
less than 3 seconds after the flashing-light signals start to operate and shall reach their 342 
horizontal position at least 5 seconds before the arrival of the rail traffic.  Exit gate arm 343 
activation and downward motion shall be based on detection or timing requirements 344 
established by a Diagnostic Team.  If an Exit Gate system is present, the queue exit gate 345 
clearance time (see AREMA Manual Part 3.3.10 Section 8D.10) shall be long enough to 346 
permit the exit gate arm to lower after a design vehicle of maximum length is clear of the 347 
minimum track clearance distance (see Section 8A.07). The gate arms shall remain in the 348 
down position as long as the rail traffic occupies the grade crossing. (change to be consistent 349 
with the AREMA term for exit gate clearance timing and to change the reference from Section 350 
8D.10 to the applicable AREMA C&S Manual Part) 351 

When the rail traffic clears the grade crossing, and if no other rail traffic is detected, 352 
the gate arms shall ascend to their upright positions, following which the flashing-light 353 
signals and the lights on the gate arms shall cease operation. 354 

Except as provided in Paragraph 20, the exit gate arm mechanism shall be designed to 355 
fail-safe in the up position. 356 

At locations where gate arms are offset a sufficient distance for highway vehicles to 357 
drive between the entrance and exit gate arms, median islands (see Figure 8D-2) shall be 358 
installed in accordance with the needs established by an engineering study. 359 
Guidance: 360 

The gate arm should ascend to its upright position in 12 seconds or less. 361 
Constant warning time detection circuits should be used with Exit Gate systems where 362 

practical. 363 
The operating mode of the exit gates should be determined by a Diagnostic Team. 364 
If the Timed Exit Gate Operating Mode is used, the Diagnostic Team should also determine 365 

the Exit Gate Clearance Time (see definition in Section 1C.02). 366 
If the Dynamic Exit Gate Operating Mode is used, highway vehicle intrusion detection 367 

devices that are part of a system that incorporates processing logic to detect the presence of 368 
highway vehicles within the minimum track clearance distance (see Section 8A.07) should be 369 
installed to control exit gate operation. Exit gates should be independently controlled for each 370 
direction of roadway traffic. 371 

Regardless of which exit gate operating mode is used, the Exit Gate Clearance Time should 372 
be considered when determining additional time requirements for the Minimum Warning Time. 373 

If an Exit Gate system is used at a location that is adjacent to an intersection that could 374 
cause highway vehicles to queue within the minimum track clearance distance (see Section 375 
8A.07), the Dynamic Exit Gate Operating Mode should be used unless an engineering study 376 
indicates otherwise. 377 

If an Exit Gate system is interconnected with a highway traffic signal (see Section 8D.10), 378 
backup or standby power should be considered for the highway traffic signal.  Also, circuitry 379 
should be installed to prevent the highway traffic signal from leaving the track clearance green 380 
interval until all of the gates are lowered. 381 
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Exit Gate systems should include remote health (status) monitoring capable of automatically 382 
notifying railroad or LRT signal maintenance personnel when anomalies have occurred within 383 
the system. 384 
Option: 385 

Exit gate arms may fail in the down position if the grade crossing is equipped with remote 386 
health (status) monitoring. 387 

Exit Gate system installations may include median islands between opposing lanes on an 388 
approach to a grade crossing. 389 
Guidance: 390 

Where sufficient space is available, median islands should be at least 60 feet in length. 391 
 392 
  393 
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NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 8D-2 as presented in the NPA, but recommends deleting 394 
the note about an engineering study to determine the median island and replace with a reference 395 
to the Diagnostic Team because the median islands should be determined by the Diagnostic 396 
Team consistent with Section 8A.01.  397 
 398 

Figure 8D-2.  Example of Location Plan for Flashing-Light Signals and Four-Quadrant 399 
Gates  400 

  401 
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 402 
 403 
Section 8D.06 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.06 as presented in the NPA. 404 
 405 
Section 8D.06 Wayside Horn Systems  406 

A wayside horn system (see definition in Section 1C.02) may be installed in compliance with 407 
49 CFR Part 222 to provide audible warning directed toward the road users at a highway-rail 408 
grade crossing or at a pathway grade crossing. 409 
Standard: 410 

WAYSIDE HORN SYSTEMS USED AT GRADE CROSSINGS WHERE THE 411 
LOCOMOTIVE HORN IS NOT SOUNDED SHALL BE EQUIPPED AND SHALL 412 
OPERATE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF APPENDIX E TO 49 413 
CFR PART 222. 414 
Guidance: 415 

The same lateral clearance and roadside safety features should apply to wayside horn 416 
systems as described in the Standards contained in Section 8D.01.  Wayside horn systems, when 417 
mounted on a separate pole assembly, should be installed no closer than 15 feet from the center 418 
of the nearest track and should be positioned to not obstruct the motorists’ line of sight of the 419 
flashing-light signals. 420 
 421 
 422 
Section 8D.07 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.07 as presented in the NPA. 423 
 424 
Section 8D.07 Another Train Coming  425 
Support: 426 

Conflicts between pedestrians and multiple trains can occur at multi-track crossings on 427 
sidewalks, pathways, and at crossings in station areas where grade crossing users might not 428 
consider the arrival of another train on a different track. 429 
Guidance: 430 

The decision to provide notification of another train should be made by a diagnostic team. In 431 
making this determination, the diagnostic team should consider the pedestrian utilization, 432 
pedestrian collision history, train speeds and volumes, operating plans and/or schedules, and the 433 
presence of a nearby station or transit center. 434 
Option: 435 

An ANOTHER TRAIN COMING train-activated blank-out sign may be used to provide 436 
notification of another train coming. For added sign conspicuity, a Warning Beacon may be used 437 
in accordance with the requirements of Section 4S.03. 438 
 439 
 440 
Section 8D.08 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.08 as presented in the NPA. 441 
 442 
Section 8D.08 Rail Traffic Detection  443 
Standard: 444 

The devices employed in active traffic control systems shall be actuated by some form of 445 
rail traffic detection. 446 
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Rail traffic detection circuits, insofar as practical, shall be designed on the fail-safe 447 
principle. 448 

Flashing-light signals shall operate for at least 20 seconds before the arrival of any rail 449 
traffic, except as provided in Paragraph 4. 450 
Option: 451 

On tracks where all rail traffic operates at less than 20 mph and where road users are directed 452 
by an authorized person on the ground to not enter the crossing at all times that approaching rail 453 
traffic is about to occupy the crossing, a shorter signal operating time for the flashing-light 454 
signals may be used. 455 

Additional warning time may be provided when determined by an engineering study. 456 
Guidance: 457 

Where the speeds of different rail traffic on a given track vary considerably under normal 458 
operation, special devices or circuits should be installed to provide reasonably uniform notice in 459 
advance of all rail traffic movements over the grade crossing.  Special control features should be 460 
used to eliminate the effects of station stops and switching operations within approach control 461 
circuits to prevent excessive activation of the traffic control devices while rail traffic is stopped 462 
on or switching upon the approach track control circuits. 463 
 464 
 465 
Section 8D.09 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.09 as presented in the NPA. 466 
 467 
Section 8D.09 Use of Traffic Control Signals at Grade Crossings  468 
Standard: 469 

Except as provided in Paragraph 2, traffic control signals shall not be used instead of 470 
flashing-light signals to control road users at a highway-rail grade crossing.   471 
Option: 472 

Traffic control signals may be used instead of flashing-light signals to control road users at 473 
industrial highway-rail grade crossings and other places where the maximum speed of trains is 474 
10 mph or less. 475 
Support: 476 

Section 8D.04 contains information regarding the use of traffic control signals at highway-477 
LRT grade crossings.  478 
Standard: 479 

The appropriate provisions of Part 4 relating to traffic control signal design, 480 
installation, and operation shall be applicable where traffic control signals are used to 481 
control road users instead of flashing-light signals at grade crossings. 482 
 483 

  484 
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Section 8D.10 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.10 as presented in the NPA. 485 
 486 
Section 8D.10  Preemption of Highway Traffic Signals at or Near Grade Crossings  487 
Support: 488 

Traffic signal preemption for grade crossings is a complex topic that requires a specific 489 
understanding of grade crossing warning systems and highway traffic signal operations.  While 490 
most traffic signal operations are governed only by the traffic signal controller unit and the 491 
associated traffic signal equipment, preemption for grade crossings is also governed by the grade 492 
crossing warning system.  Active grade crossing warning systems include flashing-light signals 493 
and possibly automatic gates, as well as various types of train detection equipment.  When the 494 
traffic signal controller unit is interconnected with the grade crossing warning system for the 495 
purpose of preemption, a combined system is created.  It is the combined system that requires a 496 
thorough understanding of the design and operating parameters in order to provide proper 497 
operation of the preemption system. 498 

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has issued two documents that provide 499 
additional information relating to preemption of highway traffic signals at or near grade 500 
crossings.  The first document is “Technical Bulletin S-12-01, Guidance Regarding the 501 
Appropriate Process for the Inspection of Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Warning System Pre-502 
emption Interconnections with Highway Traffic Signals” and the second document is “Safety 503 
Advisory 2010-02, Signal Recording Devices for Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Active Warning 504 
Systems that are Interconnected with Highway Traffic Signal Systems.” 505 
Guidance: 506 

If a grade crossing is equipped with a flashing-light signal system and is located within 200 507 
feet of a traffic control signal or hybrid beacon, the highway traffic signal should be provided 508 
with preemption in accordance with Section 4F.18. 509 

Coordination with the flashing-light signal system, such as using queue detection and queue 510 
cutter signals, blank-out signs, or other alternatives, should be considered for highway traffic 511 
signals located farther than 200 feet from the highway-rail grade crossing.  Factors to be 512 
considered should include traffic volumes, highway vehicle mix, highway vehicle and train 513 
approach speeds, frequency of trains, presence of midblock driveways or unsignalized 514 
intersections, and  the potential for vehicular queues resulting from an adjacent downstream 515 
grade crossing or highway traffic signal to extend into the minimum track clearance distance 516 
(see Section 8A.07).  517 

The highway agency or authority with jurisdiction and the regulatory agency with statutory 518 
authority, if applicable, should jointly determine the preemption operation and the timing of 519 
highway traffic signals interconnected with grade crossings adjacent to signalized locations. 520 

If a highway traffic signal is installed near a passive grade crossing and traffic is likely to 521 
queue onto the tracks, an active grade crossing warning system should be installed at the grade 522 
crossing to provide a means to preempt the highway traffic signal in order to clear vehicles from 523 
the minimum track clearance distance (see Section 8A.07) upon approach of rail traffic. 524 

If a highway traffic signal is interconnected with a flashing-light signal system, the flashing-525 
light signal system should be provided with automatic gates to prevent additional vehicles from 526 
being drawn into the minimum track clearance distance (see Section 8A.07) during the track 527 
clearance interval prior to the arrival of rail traffic unless a Diagnostic Team determines 528 
otherwise. 529 
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The highway agency or authority with jurisdiction, and the regulatory agency with statutory 530 
authority, if applicable, and the railroad company or transit agency should jointly inspect and 531 
verify the preemption operation, the amount of warning time and/or advanced preemption time 532 
being provided by the grade crossing warning system, and the timing of highway traffic signals 533 
interconnected and/or coordinated with the flashing-light signals at least once per year.  534 
Support: 535 

Section 4F.19 includes a recommendation that traffic control signals that are adjacent to 536 
highway-rail grade crossings and that are coordinated with the flashing-light signals at the grade 537 
crossing or that include railroad preemption features be provided with a back-up power supply. 538 
Standard: 539 

Information regarding the type of preemption and any related timing parameters shall 540 
be provided to the railroad company or transit agency so that the railroad company or 541 
transit agency can design the appropriate train detection circuitry. 542 

If preemption is provided, unless otherwise determined by a Diagnostic Team, the 543 
normal sequence of highway traffic signal indications shall be preempted upon the 544 
approach of through trains to provide a track clearance interval to provide an opportunity 545 
for highway vehicles at the grade crossing to clear the minimum track clearance distance 546 
(see Section 8A.07)  prior to the arrival of rail traffic. 547 

Where a flashing-light signal system is in place at a grade crossing, any highway traffic 548 
signal faces installed within 50 feet of any rail shall be preempted upon the approach of rail 549 
traffic.  The highway traffic signal faces that control movements across the grade crossing 550 
shall display RED indications in accordance with Section 4F.18 in order to avoid the 551 
display of signal indications that conflict with the flashing-light signal system.  552 
Guidance: 553 

Where a flashing-light signal system is in place at a grade crossing, the operation of any 554 
flashing yellow beacon installed within 50 feet of any rail should be considered by a Diagnostic 555 
Team to determine whether the operation of the beacon should be terminated during the 556 
approach and passage of rail traffic. 557 
Standard: 558 

The preemption special control mode shall be activated by a supervised preemption 559 
interconnection using fail-safe design principles (such as “1570-2002 - Institute of Electrical 560 
and Electronics Engineers Standard for the Interface Between the Rail Subsystem and the 561 
Highway Subsystem at a Highway Rail Intersection”) between the control circuits of the 562 
grade crossing warning system and the traffic signal controller unit.  The approach of rail 563 
traffic to a grade crossing shall de-energize the interconnection or send a message via a fail-564 
safe data communication protocol, which in turn shall activate the traffic signal controller 565 
preemption sequence.  This shall establish and maintain the preemption condition during 566 
the time the grade crossing warning system is activated, except that when automatic gates 567 
exist, the preemption condition shall not be terminated until the automatic gates are 568 
energized to start their upward movement.   569 
Support:  570 

The right-of-way transfer time is the amount of time needed prior to display of the track 571 
clearance interval. This includes any time needed by the railroad, light rail transit, busway, or 572 
highway traffic signal control equipment to react to a preemption call, and any traffic control 573 
signal green, pedestrian walk and clearance if used (see Section 4F.18), yellow change, and red 574 
clearance intervals for conflicting traffic. 575 
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A supervised preemption interconnection is one that incorporates both a normally-open and a 576 
normally-closed circuit from the grade crossing warning system to verify the proper operation of 577 
the interconnection. 578 
Option:  579 

Instead of supervision, a double-break preemption interconnection circuit that uses two 580 
normally-closed circuits that open both the source and return energy circuits may be used. 581 

A preemption interconnection may incorporate both supervision and double-break circuits.  582 
Guidance:  583 

Where train detection circuits are present at a passive grade crossing, the operation of the 584 
preemption interconnection should be treated as if active traffic control devices exist at the 585 
crossing and the preemption operation should be determined by a Diagnostic Team. 586 

Where left turns are permitted at a downstream highway-highway traffic control signal from 587 
the roadway approach that crosses the track and a delayed or impeded left-turn movement could 588 
prevent vehicles from clearing the track, a protected left-turn movement should be provided 589 
during the track clearance interval if green signal indications are displayed to the approach for 590 
track clearance. 591 

The decision to implement simultaneous or advance preemption should include consideration 592 
of the right-of-way transfer time, the queue clearance time, and the separation time in order to 593 
determine the maximum preemption time.  These time periods should be compared to and 594 
verified with the operation of the grade crossing traffic control devices in order to evaluate the 595 
operation of the highway traffic signal and the preemption operation.  These factors should be 596 
considered regardless of whether simultaneous or advance preemption operation is implemented 597 
as they are based on traffic signal minimum timing, vehicle acceleration characteristics, and 598 
physical distances along the roadway. 599 
Support:  600 

Preemption time variability occurs when the traffic signal controller enters the preemption 601 
clearance interval with less than the maximum design right-of-way transfer time or when the 602 
speed of a train approaching the grade crossing varies. 603 

The time interval between the initiation of advance preemption and the operation of the grade 604 
crossing warning system for rail traffic will decrease in situations when rail traffic is 605 
accelerating. 606 
Guidance:  607 

Where preemption is used and automatic gates are present, the possibility that an automatic 608 
gate might descend upon a vehicle should be analyzed. 609 

If simultaneous preemption is used, an analysis of extended grade crossing warning times 610 
should be conducted, as this condition is frequently encountered with simultaneous preemption 611 
operation. 612 

If advance preemption is used, an analysis of preemption operation and sequencing should 613 
be conducted to identify preemption time variability.  The analysis should include both the 614 
condition requiring the longest amount of time to enter the track clearance interval and the 615 
condition requiring the shortest amount of time to enter the track clearance interval. 616 
Support:  617 

The condition requiring the shortest amount of time to enter the track clearance interval 618 
occurs when the currently-displayed signal indications are the same as the track clearance 619 
interval signal indications.  620 
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Standard:  621 
Where automatic gates are present and green signal indications are displayed at the 622 

downstream traffic control signal during the track clearance interval, the preemption 623 
sequence shall be designed such that the green signal indications are not terminated until 624 
the automatic gate(s) that controls access over the grade crossing towards the downstream 625 
intersection is fully lowered. 626 
Support:  627 

The following are two examples of mutually-exclusive methods to resolve preemption time 628 
variability: 629 

A. Gate down circuitry provides a means to hold the traffic signal controller sequence in the 630 
track clearance interval until the automatic gate(s) that controls access over the grade 631 
crossing towards the downstream intersection is fully lowered. 632 

B. Timing correction resolves preemption time variability by adding the right-of-way 633 
transfer time to the track clearance interval in the traffic signal controller unit and setting 634 
a fixed maximum period of time between the start of advance preemption and the 635 
operation of the flashing-light signals. 636 

Standard: 637 
Where gate down circuitry is used to resolve preemption time variability and an 638 

automatic gate is broken or is not fully lowered, the crossing control circuits shall not 639 
terminate the track clearance interval before the rail traffic has entered the grade crossing. 640 

Where timing correction is used to resolve preemption time variability, a timing circuit 641 
shall be used to maintain a maximum time interval between the initiation of advance 642 
preemption and the operation of the grade crossing warning system when the approaching 643 
rail traffic is decelerating. 644 
Guidance: 645 

When a highway-highway intersection controlled by traffic control signals is interconnected 646 
with a grade crossing equipped with exit gates, advance preemption should be used because of 647 
the additional operating time that is required for the exit gates. 648 

Where rail traffic routinely stops and re-starts within or just outside of the approaches to a 649 
grade crossing that is interconnected with highway traffic signals, the effects of rail traffic 650 
operations on the preemption operation should be analyzed. 651 

Highway traffic signal control equipment should be capable of providing immediate re-652 
service of successive requests for preemption from the railroad warning devices, even if the 653 
initial preemption sequence has not been completed.  As appropriate, the highway traffic signal 654 
control equipment should be able to promptly return to the start of the track clearance interval at 655 
any time that the demand for preemption is cancelled and then reactivated.  The highway traffic 656 
signal control equipment should have the ability to provide this immediate re-service at any 657 
point in the preemption sequence. 658 
Standard: 659 

Where traffic control signals are programmed to operate in a flashing mode during the 660 
preemption dwell interval (the period following the track clearance interval that lasts for 661 
the duration of the preemption interconnection activation), the beginning of the 662 
preemption dwell flashing mode shall not occur until the grade crossing equipment 663 
indicates that the rail traffic has entered the grade crossing. 664 

At locations where conflicting preemption calls might be received to serve boats and 665 
trains, the Diagnostic Team shall determine which mode shall receive first priority when 666 
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conflicting preemption calls occur.  Where the boat and the train do not conflict with each 667 
other, the Diagnostic Team shall determine the preemption sequence when both 668 
preemption calls are occurring simultaneously.  The United States Coast Guard or other 669 
appropriate authority that regulates the operation of the waterway shall be invited to 670 
participate on the Diagnostic Team and/or to provide input to the Diagnostic Team. 671 
Support: 672 

Section 4C.10 describes the Intersection Near a Grade Crossing signal warrant that is 673 
intended for use at a location where the proximity to the intersection of a grade crossing on an 674 
intersection approach controlled by a STOP or YIELD sign is the principal reason to consider 675 
installing a traffic control signal. 676 

Section 4F.19 describes additional considerations regarding preemption of traffic control 677 
signals at or near grade crossings. 678 
 679 
 680 
Section 8D.11 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 8D.11 as presented in the NPA, but 681 
recommends adding a reference to the R3-27 movement prohibition sign to the Option and 682 
Support statements as an allowable blank-out sign because this is consistent with Section 2B.26. 683 
NCUTCD also recommends an editorial change to correct the spelling of “traveling”.  684 
 685 
Section 8D.11  Movements Prohibited During Preemption 686 
Guidance: 687 

At a signalized intersection that is located within 100 feet of a grade crossing and the 688 
intersection traffic control signals are preempted by the approach of rail traffic, all existing 689 
permissive turning movements toward the grade crossing should be prohibited, steady red arrow 690 
signal indications should be shown to all existing protected-only turning movements toward the 691 
grade crossing, and red signal indications should be shown to the straight-through movement 692 
toward the grade crossing during the signal preemption sequences.  The prohibition of a 693 
permissive turning movement toward the grade crossing should be accomplished through the 694 
installation of a blank-out turn prohibition (R3-1a or R3-2a) sign.  695 
Option:  696 

All movements toward the track may be prohibited at a signalized intersection that is 697 
preempted by the approach of rail traffic, even if the clear storage distance is more than 100 feet. 698 
Support: 699 

Including the word “TRAIN” as part of the blank-out turn prohibition sign informs road users 700 
that the turn prohibition being displayed by the sign is in effect because rail traffic is approaching 701 
or occupying a nearby rail grade crossing, and that the turn prohibition will be terminated after 702 
the rail traffic has cleared the grade crossing. 703 

Rail operations can include the use of activated blank-out turn prohibition (R3-1a, or R3-2a 704 
or R3-27) signs at unsignalized highway-highway intersections in the vicinity of grade crossings, 705 
such as where a semi-exclusive or mixed-use alignment is within or parallel to the roadway 706 
where road users are normally permitted to turn across the tracks. (add sign consistent with 707 
Section 2B.26) 708 
Guidance: 709 

An LRT-activated blank-out turn prohibition (R3-1a or R3-2a) sign should be used where all 710 
three of the following conditions are present: 711 

A. There is no active warning system for the LRT grade crossing, and 712 
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B. Vehicles travelling traveling along a parallel roadway would normally be permitted to 713 
turn left or right to travel across tracks that are located within 100 feet of the highway-714 
highway intersection or within the median of the intersection, and (editorial change) 715 

C. The drivers turning at the highway-highway intersection are not controlled by a traffic 716 
control signal.  717 

Standard: 718 
Blank-out turn prohibition signs that are associated with preemption shall display their 719 

message only when a preemption signal is being received from the railroad or LRT 720 
equipment.  721 
Support: 722 

The provisions contained in Chapter 2L for blank-out signs are applicable to R3-1a, or R3-2a 723 
or R3-27 signs. (add sign consistent with Section 2B.26) 724 
 725 
 726 
Section 8D.12 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.12 as presented in the NPA. 727 
 728 
Section 8D.12  Pre-Signals at or Near Grade Crossings  729 
Guidance: 730 

If a grade crossing is located in close proximity to an intersection controlled by a traffic 731 
control signal and the clear storage distance is less than the design vehicle length, the use of 732 
pre-signals to control traffic approaching the grade crossing in the direction towards the 733 
intersection should be considered.  734 

If a grade crossing equipped with flashing-light signals, but without automatic gates, is 735 
located within 200 feet of an intersection controlled by a traffic control signal, a pre-signal 736 
should be provided.  737 
Standard: 738 

Pre-signal faces shall display a steady red signal indication during the track clearance 739 
interval of the signal preemption sequence to prohibit additional highway vehicles from 740 
entering the minimum track clearance distance (see Section 8A.07). 741 

Pre-signal faces shall not display green signal indications when the grade crossing 742 
flashing-light signal system is displaying flashing red indications. 743 
Guidance: 744 

Consideration should be given to using visibility-limited signal faces (see definition in 745 
Section 1C.02) at the intersection for the downstream signal faces that control the approach that 746 
is equipped with pre-signals. 747 

A traffic control signal that is located downstream from a pre-signal should be evaluated for 748 
measures during normal (non-preempted) signal phasing that would minimize the possibility of 749 
left-turn vehicles queuing across the minimum track clearance distance (see Section 8A.07), such 750 
as providing an additional left-turn lane, reducing the cycle length, using split phasing or a 751 
lagging left-turn phase, and/or providing an extended green interval for the approach. 752 
Option: 753 

The duration of the extended green interval may be adjusted by vehicle detection located 754 
between the pre-signal and the downstream signalized intersection. 755 

The pre-signal phase sequencing may be timed with an offset from the downstream 756 
signalized intersection such that the pre-signal’s green signal indication terminates prior to the 757 
downstream intersection’s green signal indication to minimize the possibility of stopping 758 
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highway vehicles within the minimum track clearance distance (see Section 8A.07) and the clear 759 
storage distance . 760 
Standard: 761 

If pre-signals are used, the queue clearance time (see Section 8D.10) shall be long 762 
enough to allow a design vehicle of maximum length stopped just inside the minimum track 763 
clearance distance (see Section 8A.07) to start up and move through the intersection, or to 764 
clear the tracks if there is sufficient clear storage distance.  765 
Support: 766 

The storage area for left-turn and right-turn lanes at signalized intersections that are 767 
downstream from grade crossings sometimes extends from the signalized intersection back to 768 
and across the grade crossing.  In such cases, drivers that are in the turn lane are required to 769 
make a straight-through movement when they cross the track(s) and then are required to make a 770 
turning movement when they reach the downstream signalized intersection. 771 
Guidance: 772 

A separate pre-signal face for the left-turn lane and/or right-turn lane should be provided in 773 
addition to the pre-signal signal faces provided for the through movement where both of the 774 
following conditions are met: 775 

A. The storage area for the turn lane extends from the downstream signalized intersection 776 
back to and across the grade crossing, and 777 

B. The green interval for the turning movement at the downstream intersection does not 778 
always begin and end simultaneously with the green interval for the adjacent through 779 
movement at the downstream intersection. 780 

Standard: 781 
All of the signal faces at a pre-signal shall be capable of displaying the following signal 782 

indications: CIRCULAR RED, CIRCULAR YELLOW, and straight-through GREEN 783 
ARROW.  Left-turn GREEN ARROW, right-turn GREEN ARROW, and CIRCULAR 784 
GREEN signal indications shall not be used in pre-signal faces. 785 

If a separate signal face is provided at a pre-signal for a left-turn and/or right-turn lane 786 
that extends from the downstream signalized intersection back to and across the grade 787 
crossing, the separate signal face shall be devoted exclusively to controlling traffic in the 788 
turn lane and: 789 

A. Shall be visibility-limited from the adjacent through movement, or 790 
B. A LEFT (RIGHT) LANE SIGNAL (R10-10b) sign shall be mounted adjacent to the 791 

separate signal face controlling traffic in a single turn lane or in the turn lane that is 792 
farthest from the adjacent through lane(s) if multiple turn lanes are present for a 793 
particular turning movement, and a LEFT (RIGHT) TURN LANE SIGNAL (R10-794 
10c) sign shall be mounted adjacent to the separate signal face controlling traffic in 795 
the other turn lanes if multiple turn lanes are present for a particular turning 796 
movement. 797 

Support: 798 
Because the signal faces at a pre-signal do not always display the same signal indications as 799 

the downstream signalized intersection, the approach to the pre-signal is considered to be a 800 
separate approach from the approach to the downstream signalized intersection.  This means that 801 
the provisions in Sections 4D.04 through 4D.07 regarding the number of signal faces, the 802 
visibility and aiming of the signal faces, and the lateral and longitudinal positioning of the signal 803 
faces apply separately to the approach to the pre-signal. 804 
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The provisions in Section 4D.06 regarding the lateral positioning of separate turn signal faces 805 
are applicable to the separate signal faces that are provided at pre-signals for a turn lane that 806 
extends from the downstream signalized intersection back to and across the grade crossing.  807 
Guidance: 808 

A STOP HERE ON RED (R10-6 or R10-6a) sign should be installed at the pre-signal’s stop 809 
line. 810 
Standard: 811 

If a pre-signal is installed upstream from a signalized intersection, a No Turn on Red 812 
(R10-11, R10-11a, or R10-11b) sign (see Section 2B.64) shall be installed at the downstream 813 
intersection for the approach that crosses the track if  turns on red would otherwise be 814 
permitted. 815 
Option: 816 

DO NOT STOP ON TRACKS (R8-8) signs may be installed in conjunction with a pre-817 
signal. 818 

Pre-signal faces may be located either upstream or downstream from the grade crossing in 819 
order to provide the most effective display to road users approaching the grade crossing. 820 

If pre-signal faces must be located within close proximity to the flashing-light signal system, 821 
the pre-signal faces may be mounted on the same overhead structure as the flashing-light signals. 822 

 823 
 824 

Section 8D.13 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.13 as presented in the NPA. 825 
 826 
Section 8D.13  Queue Cutter Signals at or Near Grade Crossings  827 
Support: 828 

A queue cutter signal is a traffic control signal that controls one direction of traffic at a grade 829 
crossing to minimize the possibility of vehicles stopping within the minimum track clearance 830 
distance (see Section 8A.07).  Although a queue cutter signal has a similar purpose as a pre-831 
signal (see Section 8D.12), the difference is that a queue cutter signal is operated independently 832 
from the downstream signalized intersection, whereas a pre-signal is coordinated with the 833 
downstream signal. 834 
Option: 835 

At grade crossing locations where the queue from a bottleneck (usually a signalized 836 
intersection) that is downstream from the grade crossing frequently extends back to and across 837 
the grade crossing, a queue cutter signal may be installed. 838 

A queue cutter signal may be operated in one of the following modes: 839 
A. Actuated mode – the queue cutter signal operation is dependent on downstream detection 840 

of a growing queue. 841 
B. Non-actuated mode – the queue cutter signal operates on a time-of-day plan based on 842 

anticipated downstream queues.  This mode could be similar to the functional operation 843 
of a pre-signal. 844 

C. Variable mode – the queue cutter signal operation varies between the actuated mode and 845 
the non-actuated mode based on the time of day, on queue detection, or both.  846 
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Support: 847 
A pre-signal is generally used where the grade crossing is located less than 200 feet from a 848 

downstream signalized intersection.  A non-actuated queue cutter signal is generally used where 849 
the grade crossing is located between 200 feet and 400 feet from a downstream bottleneck.  An 850 
actuated queue cutter signal is generally used where the grade crossing is located more than 400 851 
feet from a downstream bottleneck. 852 
Standard: 853 

All of the signal faces at a queue cutter signal shall be capable of displaying the 854 
following signal indications: CIRCULAR RED, CIRCULAR YELLOW, and straight-855 
through GREEN ARROW.  Left-turn GREEN ARROW, right-turn GREEN ARROW, 856 
and CIRCULAR GREEN signal indications shall not be used in queue cutter signal faces. 857 
Option: 858 

Queue cutter signal faces may be located either upstream or downstream from the grade 859 
crossing in order to provide the most effective display to road users approaching the grade 860 
crossing. 861 

If queue cutter signal faces must be located within close proximity to the flashing-light signal 862 
system, the queue cutter signal faces may be mounted on the same overhead structure as the 863 
flashing-light signals. 864 
Guidance: 865 

A STOP HERE ON RED (R10-6 or R10-6a) sign should be installed at the queue cutter 866 
signal’s stop line. 867 
Option: 868 

DO NOT STOP ON TRACKS (R8-8) signs may be installed in conjunction with a queue 869 
cutter signal. 870 
Guidance: 871 

Where a queue cutter signal operates in an actuated mode based on vehicle presence 872 
detection, the queue detector should be located to provide adequate distance to detect a growing 873 
queue, permit the queue cutter signal to complete any programmed minimum green or yellow 874 
change interval time, and then allow a design vehicle that lawfully crosses the queue cutter 875 
signal’s stop line during the yellow change interval to clear the minimum track clearance 876 
distance (see Section 8A.07) before the growing queue extends to the grade crossing. 877 

A queue cutter signal that is operating in an actuated mode and that is displaying 878 
CIRCULAR RED signal indications should continue to display CIRCULAR RED signal 879 
indications as long as the downstream detection system continues to detect the presence of a 880 
vehicular queue at the detection point on the departure side of the grade crossing. 881 

Where a queue cutter signal operates in actuated mode based on vehicle presence detection, 882 
consideration should be given to the potential for turning movements between the grade crossing 883 
and the downstream bottleneck that could create an intermediate queue of vehicles.  884 
Supplemental queue detectors should be considered to detect the formation of these intermediate 885 
queues to activate the queue cutter signal. 886 

When a queue cutter signal is always operated in a non-actuated mode based on anticipated 887 
queues, consideration should be given to operating the queue cutter signal in a flashing mode at 888 
times when the downstream queues are not expected to extend back to and across the grade 889 
crossing. 890 
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When a queue cutter signal is operated in a non-actuated mode, consideration should be 891 
given to coordinating the queue cutter signal with adjacent signals to provide for the progressive 892 
movement of traffic. 893 
Option: 894 

When a variable-mode queue cutter signal is operating in the non-actuated mode, the queue 895 
detector may be used to extend the display of the CIRCULAR RED signal indication as long as 896 
the downstream detection system continues to detect the presence of a vehicular queue at the 897 
detection point on the departure side of the grade crossing. 898 
Standard: 899 

A queue cutter signal shall be interconnected with the flashing-light signal system at the 900 
grade crossing. 901 

Queue cutter signal faces shall not display green signal indications when the grade 902 
crossing flashing-light signal system is displaying flashing red indications. 903 

When a queue cutter signal that is displaying straight-through GREEN ARROW signal 904 
indications (when operating in a steady, stop-and-go mode) or flashing CIRCULAR 905 
YELLOW signal  indications (when operating in a flashing mode) is preempted by the 906 
approach of rail traffic, it shall immediately display steady CIRCULAR YELLOW signal 907 
indications during the yellow change interval (see Section 4F.17) followed by steady 908 
CIRCULAR RED signal indications.  The queue cutter signal shall continue to display the 909 
steady CIRCULAR RED signal indications until the rail traffic clears the grade crossing 910 
and no other rail traffic is detected. 911 

A queue cutter signal operating in an actuated mode shall display straight-through 912 
GREEN ARROW signal indications except when it receives an actuation from the 913 
downstream vehicle presence detection system or is preempted by the approach of rail 914 
traffic.  When it receives an actuation from the vehicle presence detection system, the 915 
queue cutter signal shall finish timing any active minimum green interval, if used, and then 916 
display steady CIRCULAR YELLOW signal indications during the yellow change interval 917 
(see Section 4F.17) followed by steady CIRCULAR RED signal indications.  When no 918 
preemption call is present and the queue length is such that no vehicles are detected in the 919 
detection zone of the downstream vehicle presence detection system, the queue cutter signal 920 
shall finish timing any active minimum red interval, if used, and then return to the display 921 
of straight-through GREEN ARROW signal indications. 922 

The failure modes of the queue cutter signal control system and vehicle presence 923 
detection circuitry shall be evaluated and accounted for in the design of any such system.  924 
Fail-safe design techniques shall be used in the system design.  The vehicle presence 925 
detection system shall incorporate health monitoring and self-check operation to validate 926 
the proper functioning of the system.  If the queue detector fails to properly self-check or 927 
the health circuit indicates a fault, the queue cutter signal shall display flashing 928 
CIRCULAR RED signal indications until the normal functioning of the system is restored. 929 
Support: 930 

The storage area for left-turn and right-turn lanes at signalized intersections that are 931 
downstream from grade crossings sometimes extends from the signalized intersection back to 932 
and across the grade crossing.  In such cases, drivers that are in the turn lane are required to 933 
make a straight-through movement when they cross the track(s) and then are required to make a 934 
turning movement when they reach the downstream signalized intersection.  935 
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Guidance: 936 
A separate queue cutter signal face for the left-turn lane and/or right-turn lane should be 937 

provided in addition to the queue cutter signal faces provided for the through movement where 938 
both of the following conditions are met: 939 

A. The storage area for the turn lane extends from the downstream signalized intersection 940 
back to and across the grade crossing, and 941 

B. The green interval for the turning movement at the downstream intersection does not 942 
always begin and end simultaneously with the green interval for the adjacent through 943 
movement at the downstream intersection. 944 

Standard: 945 
If a separate signal face is provided at a queue cutter signal for a left-turn and/or right-946 

turn lane that extends from the downstream signalized intersection back to and across the 947 
grade crossing, the separate signal face shall be devoted exclusively to controlling traffic in 948 
the turn lane and: 949 

A. Shall be visibility-limited from the adjacent through movement, or 950 
B. A LEFT (RIGHT) LANE SIGNAL (R10-10b) sign shall be mounted adjacent to the 951 

separate signal face controlling traffic in a single turn lane or in the turn lane that is 952 
farthest from the adjacent through lane(s) if multiple turn lanes are present for a 953 
particular turning movement, and a LEFT (RIGHT) TURN LANE SIGNAL (R10-954 
10c) sign shall be mounted adjacent to the separate signal face controlling traffic in 955 
the other turn lanes if multiple turn lanes are present for a particular turning 956 
movement. 957 

Support: 958 
Because the signal faces at a queue cutter signal do not always display the same signal 959 

indications as the downstream signalized intersection, the approach to the queue cutter signal is 960 
considered to be a separate approach from the approach to the downstream signalized 961 
intersection.  This means that the provisions in Sections 4D.04 through 4D.07 regarding the 962 
number of signal faces, the visibility and aiming of the signal faces, and the lateral and 963 
longitudinal positioning of the signal faces apply separately to the approach to the queue cutter 964 
signal. 965 

The provisions in Section 4D.06 regarding the lateral positioning of separate turn signal faces 966 
are applicable to the separate signal faces that are provided at queue cutter signals for a turn lane 967 
that extends from the downstream signalized intersection back to and across the grade crossing.  968 

While queue cutter signals and queue jumping signals have similar names, their purpose, 969 
design, and operation are quite different.  Care must be taken to avoid confusion between queue 970 
cutter signals used in conjunction with a grade crossing and queue jumping signals used with 971 
transit operations. 972 

 973 
 974 
Section 8D.14 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.14 as presented in the NPA. 975 
 976 
Section 8D.14 Warning Beacons or LED-Enhanced Warning Signs at Grade Crossings  977 
Option: 978 

Warning Beacons (see Section 4S.03) or LEDs within the legend, symbol, or border of the 979 
sign (see Section 2A.20) may be used to supplement warning signs installed at or on an approach 980 
to a grade crossing if additional emphasis is desired for the warning sign.  The Warning Beacon 981 
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or LED-enhanced sign may operate continuously or be activated upon the approach or presence 982 
of rail traffic. 983 
Support: 984 

Most of the warning signs that are used at or on an approach to a grade crossing warn of 985 
physical conditions that exist at the grade crossing regardless of whether rail traffic is 986 
approaching or occupying the grade crossing.  In these cases, a Warning Beacon or LED-987 
enhanced sign would typically be operated continuously to enhance the conspicuity of the sign. 988 

Some warning signs, such as a BE PREPARED TO STOP (W3-4) sign (see Section 2C.36), 989 
if used in advance of a grade crossing and supplemented with a WHEN FLASHING (W16-13P) 990 
plaque, provide information that is typically not applicable except when rail traffic is 991 
approaching or occupying the grade crossing.  Likewise, a special word message sign (see 992 
Section 2A.04) with a legend such as TRAIN WHEN FLASHING provides notice of a condition 993 
that only exists when rail traffic is approaching or occupying the grade crossing.  These signs 994 
would not typically be operated continuously, but instead only when the condition is present. 995 
Standard: 996 

If a Warning Beacon or LEDs within the legend, symbol, or border of the sign is 997 
activated by the approach or presence of rail traffic in conjunction with a warning sign 998 
that includes the legend WHEN FLASHING either on the sign itself or on a supplemental 999 
plaque, the activation of the Warning Beacon or LEDs shall be accomplished by a 1000 
supervised preemption interconnection using fail-safe design principles (see Section 8D.10) 1001 
between the control circuits of the grade crossing warning system and the Warning Beacon 1002 
or LED-enhanced sign. 1003 
Support: 1004 

In the event of a system failure, the normal fault state using a fail-safe interconnection for a 1005 
Warning Beacon or LED-enhanced sign that is activated by the approach or presence of rail 1006 
traffic at the grade crossing would be for the Warning Beacon or LEDs to operate when no rail 1007 
traffic is present. 1008 
Option: 1009 

A Warning Beacon or LED-enhanced sign that is activated by the approach or presence of 1010 
rail traffic at the grade crossing may continue to operate for a period of time following the 1011 
passage of the rail traffic to permit the standing queue to dissipate. 1012 
Guidance: 1013 

If a Warning Beacon or LED-enhanced sign is activated by the approach or presence of rail 1014 
traffic at the grade crossing, the Warning Beacon or LED-enhanced sign should begin operating 1015 
prior to the activation of the flashing-light signals at the grade crossing based upon the typical 1016 
travel time from the location of the Warning Beacon or LED-enhanced sign to the stop line for 1017 
the grade crossing. 1018 

If a Warning Beacon or LED-enhanced sign that is activated by the approach or presence of 1019 
rail traffic at the grade crossing is operated by commercial AC power, a back-up power system 1020 
that is capable of providing a minimum operating period sufficient to allow the implementation 1021 
of alternative traffic control measures should be provided. 1022 
 1023 

  1024 
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Section 8D.15 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.15 as presented in the NPA. 1025 
 1026 
Section 8D.15 Traffic Control Signals at or Near Highway-LRT Grade Crossings  1027 
Support: 1028 

There are two types of traffic control signals for controlling vehicular and LRT movements at 1029 
interfaces of the two modes.  The first is the standard traffic control signal described in Part 4, 1030 
which is the focus of this Section.  The other type of signal is referred to as an LRT signal and is 1031 
discussed in Section 8D.16. 1032 
Standard: 1033 

The provisions of Part 4 and Sections 8D.09 through 8D.13 relating to traffic control 1034 
signal design, installation, and operation, including interconnection with nearby automatic 1035 
gates or flashing-light signals, shall be applicable as appropriate where traffic control 1036 
signals are used at highway-LRT grade crossings. 1037 

If traffic control signals are in operation at an LRT grade crossing that is used by 1038 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and/or other non-motorized road users, an audible device such as a 1039 
bell shall also be provided and shall be operated in conjunction with the traffic control 1040 
signals. 1041 
Guidance: 1042 

If the highway traffic signal has emergency-vehicle preemption capability, it should be 1043 
coordinated with LRT operation. 1044 

Where LRT operates in a wide median, highway vehicles crossing the tracks and being 1045 
controlled by both near and far side traffic signal faces should receive a protected left-turn 1046 
phase from the far side signal face to clear highway vehicles from the crossing when LRT traffic 1047 
is approaching the crossing. 1048 
Option: 1049 

Green indications may be provided during LRT phases for highway vehicle, pedestrian, and 1050 
bicycle movements that do not conflict with LRT movements. 1051 

A traffic control signal may be installed in addition to Exit Gate systems and automatic gates 1052 
at a highway-LRT grade crossing if the crossing occurs within a highway-highway intersection 1053 
and if the installation of the traffic control signal can be justified based on the warrants described 1054 
in Chapter 4C. 1055 

At a location other than an intersection, when LRT speeds are less than 25 mph, traffic 1056 
control signals alone may be used to control road users at highway-LRT grade crossings only 1057 
when justified by a Diagnostic Team. 1058 
Support: 1059 

Typical circumstances might include: 1060 
A. Geometric conditions preclude the installation of highway-LRT grade crossing warning 1061 

devices. 1062 
B. LRT vehicles share the same roadway with road users. 1063 
C. Traffic control signals already exist. 1064 
Section 4F.18 contains information regarding traffic control signals at or near highway-LRT 1065 

grade crossings that are not equipped with highway-LRT grade crossing warning devices. 1066 
Section 4C.10 describes the Intersection Near a Grade Crossing signal warrant that is 1067 

intended for use at a location where the proximity to the intersection of a grade crossing on an 1068 
intersection approach controlled by a STOP or YIELD sign is the principal reason to consider 1069 
installing a traffic control signal. 1070 
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Guidance: 1071 
When a highway-LRT grade crossing exists within a signalized intersection, consideration 1072 

should be given to providing separate turn signal faces (see definition in Section 1C.02) for the 1073 
movements crossing the tracks. 1074 
Standard: 1075 

Separate turn signal faces that are provided for turn movements toward the crossing 1076 
shall display a steady red indication during the approach and/or passage of LRT traffic. 1077 
Support: 1078 

Section 8D.11 contains information regarding the prohibition of turning movements toward 1079 
the crossing during preemption. 1080 
 1081 
 1082 
Section 8D.16 Comments: NCUTCD agrees with 8D.16 as presented in the NPA. 1083 
 1084 
Section 8D.16  Use of LRT Signals for Control of LRT Vehicles at Highway-LRT Grade 1085 

Crossings   1086 
Option: 1087 

LRT signal indications may be used at grade crossings and at intersections in mixed-use 1088 
alignments in conjunction with standard traffic control signals where special LRT signal phases 1089 
are used to accommodate turning LRT vehicles or where additional LRT clearance time is 1090 
desirable. 1091 
Standard:  1092 

If the LRT crossing control is separate from the intersection control, the two shall be 1093 
interconnected.  The LRT signal phase shall not be terminated until after the LRT vehicle 1094 
has cleared the crossing or intersection. 1095 

If a separate set of standard traffic control signal indications (red, yellow, and green 1096 
circular and arrow indications) is used to control LRT movements, the indications shall be 1097 
positioned so they are not visible to motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists (see Section 1098 
4D.05). 1099 
Guidance: 1100 

If a signal face used to control LRT movements cannot be positioned where the indications 1101 
are not visible to road users, the LRT signal indications shown in Figure 8D-3 should be used.  1102 
Standard:  1103 

If special LRT signal indications such as those shown in Figure 8D-3 are used, the color 1104 
of the signal indications shall be white.  1105 
Option: 1106 

If used, individual LRT signal sections may be displayed to form clustered signal faces or 1107 
multiple LRT signal indications may be displayed in an individual housing.  1108 
Guidance: 1109 

LRT signal faces should be located at least 3 feet from the nearest highway traffic signal face 1110 
for the same approach measured either horizontally perpendicular to the approach between the 1111 
centers of the signal faces or vertically from the center of the lowest signal indication of the top 1112 
signal face to the center of the highest signal indication of the bottom signal face.   1113 
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Support: 1114 
Section 4F.18 contains information about the use of the LRT signal indications shown in 1115 

Figure 8D-4 for the control of exclusive bus movements at “queue jumper lanes” and for the 1116 
control of exclusive bus rapid transit movements on mixed-use alignments.  1117 


	Wayside horn systems used at grade crossings where the locomotive horn is not sounded shall be equipped and shall operate in compliance with the requirements of Appendix E to 49 CFR Part 222.

